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midninnt news 	 18 Feb. 1907 

Interview of Jim Garrison, District Attorney, New Orleans, by Ron hunter. 
CaS reporter with station .111:. New Orleans. 	Transcript made from tape. 

Garrison: What started out as a routine investigation of possiele local 
involvement in -fte assassination of President Kennedy has uncovered 
certain facts which we consider extremely interesting, so I would say that 
the investigation is no longer routine out it is now extremely interesting. 
And it will continue. 

L'.r. Garrison, the Warren Commission said tflat Oswald acted alone and there 
was no consniracy. 	Annarently you do not believe the Warren Commission's 
Report. 	Is that correct? 

A: 	That's correct. 	I believe the Warren Commission was wrong and wili be 
sleown to be wrong. 

Jr. Garrison, on the basis of what you've just said, then, do you feel that 
there should be a new investigation of the slaying of President .1..:ennedy on 
a level higher than yours, such as has been suggested by some people, a new 
Federal investigation? 

actually I think that effective investigation - by that I mean 
imaginative investigation in which there is effective evaluation and not 
simply the blind collection of volumes of evidence - at every level, is 
justified in a case line this. 	I would have to'enswer yes, except that 
would hone that this time more preliliw would oe pieced on the evaluation 
function. 	llut of course it would oe oetter if more agencies cooperated 
and gave each other :.liformation, worked together. 	A matter like this 
justifies a nnmber of concurrent investigations. 

q: 	- . Garrison, has it always been your belief that the Warren Cce mission was 
inaccurate? 

A: 	No. 	As a matter of fact I think I accepted the ffarren Report without 
question until last fail, last November, when out of curiosity I began 
reading and then studying this case, and then I went into the 26 volumes of 
the Warren report, realized there were some questions. 	Then we started 
investri.gatiul: here, and then we found thr.t the Warren Commission was wrong. 
Is your Investigation, 	. Garrison, continuing on what you've uncovered or 
what you think you will uncover? 

fk. 	Our investigation is nroceeding on the basis of what we have uncovered; 
it is not based on snpnosition. 
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q: 	hr.Garrisoe, in hillian anchester's boo, 11)eath of a resident', he says 

Oswald acted alone. 	ApDarently this is one part of the book that hasn't 

raised any controversy at all as far as the:a.nnedys are concerned. 	ihat 

is your reaction to - 

	

: 	Weil, I was not there at the assassination scene, but I don't thirt& 

Mr. .iancilester was either, air e 	think that my office hen put many more 

hours looking into that matter than eir. elanchester. 	And I would reply 

that I believe that hr. manchester is wrong. 

	

: 	hr. Ciarrisoe, some names have been released on people that you have 

questioned, particularly one person that you arrested 72 hours after the 

assassination as a fugitive from Texas. 	What comment do you_ have for 

this? 

	

A: 	4 co tent is that I think that the newspanees in eentioning the names 01 

people whom we have not charged, whose names we have not mentioned, is 

very unfair to these people. 	In spite cel the fact that we are 

investigating a nneioer of individuals, in this counti7 we presume that 

neoele are innoceeit until they are found guilty, and these individuals have 

uot even been charged, LIze' their names have been ],lentioned. in the 

newspapers in such a way as to create damagine inferences. 	In suite of 

the fact that we may be investigating some of the names mentioned, I think 

that it is verlt- unfair to them, and I am very unhappy about it. 

Do you believe that any hew Orleans residents were directly or indirectly 

involved with the assassination? 

A 	No comment. 


